November 17, 2016
Dear Friend,
After working with Justice For All (JFA) these last few months, I am more
convinced than ever before that pro-life advocates like me can make a
difference on abortion.
Take Zack Lee-Watts as an example. One day after realizing that we had
no outreach planned during one week, my colleague Grace and I grabbed a
survey clipboard and headed over to Wichita State University (WSU) to start
conversations. After a few surveys that resulted in one lengthy conversation
about abortion, we asked a few more students to take our survey, but they
declined. So we decided to ask one final person before leaving campus. The
student whom we happened upon was Zack Lee-Watts.
Right off the bat, Zack told us he was completely pro-life. He then shared
with us that he was raised by a single mother in an impoverished area in Los
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abortion. Not only that, but he has also seen firsthand the lasting
psychological effects of abortion on women who are very close to him. He
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was, and he asked us how he could get involved. We invited him to a seminar
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that took place the next week, and shortly after that, he accompanied us for
two days of outreach at Oklahoma State University (OSU), where he engaged in many conversations of his own. Then
he attended another outreach event, this time at Wichita State (click link for more of the story). He truly believes that
God intended for him to meet us that day on campus and that our friendships and JFA have already had a great impact
on his life and faith journey.
JFA’s mission is to train thousands to make abortion unthinkable for millions,
one person at a time. Through JFA training, pro-life volunteers like Zack become
active advocates, creating dialogue with pro-choice advocates that balances truth
and love, helping them change their minds.
Now, with JFA’s blessing, I’ve decided to continue my internship through the
spring semester. My work with JFA will mainly include creating dialogue with
pro-choice advocates and training pro-life advocates to do the same. I’ll be
certified to present JFA material and mentor pro-life advocates through the same
training process Zack experienced, including interactive seminars (Seat Work) and
outreach events (Feet Work). I am so excited to continue learning from the JFA
staff as well as being able to offer my own advice and encouragement to others.
How can we save the unborn and their parents from the horror of abortion? Have you thought about the fact that
many are working full-time to destroy innocent children through abortion? My desire is to work full-time this spring to
save those same innocent children from abortion.
To help me in this mission, I am looking for people who will come alongside me by investing in my work as an
intern with Justice For All. I am responsible to raise the $13,500 needed to pay my salary for my four-month internship.
You can help by giving to JFA’s Intern Scholarship Fund, which will be used to pay my salary.
You can donate online at www.jfaweb.org/donate. I appreciate your consideration and would appreciate your
continued prayers. To help explain more about JFA’s work, see Steve Wagner’s letter entitled, “More Advocates.”
I believe the Lord has been preparing me for this mission at this time. Your financial support will empower me as I
step out in faith. Would you consider joining my regular financial support team?
In Christ,
Clare Lavergne
You Can Support Clare’s Work with JFA Through the Intern Scholarship Fund: www.jfaweb.org/donate
To Learn More about Clare’s JFA Work, Please Call the JFA Office and Ask to Speak to Catherine: (316) 683-6426

